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T.U.
PHILOSOPHY

We believe that trout
and salmon fishing
isn't just fishing for
trout and salmon. It's
fishing for sport rather
than food, where the
true enjoyment of the
sport lies in the
challenge, the lore, the
battle of wits, not
necessarily the full
creel. It's the feeling
of satisfaction that
comes from limiting
your kill instead of
killing your limit. It's
communing with
nature where the chief
reward is a refreshed
body and a contented
soul, where a license is
a permit to use not
abuse, to enjoy not
destroy our cold water
fishery. It's
subscribing to the
proposition that what's
good for trout and
salmon is good for the
fisherman and that
managing trout and
salmon for themselves
rather than the
fisherman is
fundamental to the
solution of our trout
and salmon problems.
It's appreciating our
fishery resource,
respecting fellow
anglers and giving
serious thought to
tomorrow.

Salmon Without Rivers....How Humans Have Transformed A Species
It’s June already! Summer is almost upon us. I hope everybody
had an enjoyable Memorial Day Holiday. I really hope you took
some time out from your fun schedule to pay honor to our service
men and women both past and present.
Time to start packing for our June 6-8 outing to the Beaverkill. We already know that we will be
eating well, hanging out with good people, and trying very hard to get those trout to take a fly!
I’ve been assured that the famous “LITU Rusty Spinners” will again be performing around the
campfire. Reports have been forwarded to me that Sean Gannon has for months been collecting
firewood for the perfect campfire. Thank you Jeff Plackis for again planning this outing. We will
also be dedicating a commemorative plaque in honor of Bob Maass at the Catskill Fly Fishing
Museum on Saturday morning June 7. All are welcome to attend.
Capt. Rob Thompson did a great presentation on fishing the Delaware and east end LI at last
month’s Chapter meeting. It seems like it would be both a prolific and fun day to be out on the
water with him as your guide. Please give him a try.
Chris Visco will be the speaker at our June 17 Chapter meeting. Chris’s presentation will be,
“Salmon Without Rivers…How Humans have Transformed a Species.” Chris had previously
been slated to do this same presentation at our February meeting but technical difficulties
prevented him from doing it. Chris has graciously agreed to return for our June meeting. In
addition at our June 17, meeting I have again arranged to have reps from Hobie Polarized
Sunglasses give us a presentation of their 2014 line. Bring your cash or credit card to this
meeting because they will be offering a deal that you cannot refuse- 20% off retail price!
Sounds great, doesn’t it. They will also be donating a portion of all sales back to LITU. Good
polarized sunglasses are a must for any summer activity, especially fishing.
Although we are winding down our Chapter meeting schedule for the summer (no meetings in
July and August), we still have a busy schedule. At the June 17 Chapter meeting we will have
our annual elections of officers and certain directors (see slate in this issue of Paumonok). Even
though the Board has put forth a slate, nominations can still be taken from the floor that night.
Go for it!
June also brings to a close my third year as President of Long Island Chapter of Trout Unlimited.
I have now reached the term limit and must pass the reins on to a new President according to our
chapter bylaws. Please allow me to take this time to thank you, the members, for your support
these past three years. My sincerest thanks to my Board of Directors for their hard work,
dedication, and support. I will still remain an active Board member as immediate past president
so please do not hesitate to approach me with your thoughts and ideas that you feel may benefit
LITU.
Enjoy the summer. Please keep in touch. Remember to Conserve, Protect, Restore, and Educate.
Make a promise to yourself and to me to volunteer some time at next season’s LITU events and
projects.
Respectfully,
Peter Harris
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Have A GREAT
Summer!

June 6 - Beaverkill
Outing
June 15 - Chapter
Meeting

August 2014

September 2014
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Summer!
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Old Country Rd

June 2 - Board Meeting

July 2014
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Wantagh State

Northern State Pkwy

June 2014

Southern State Pkwy

All articles remain the property of the writer and
may not be reprinted without prior permission.
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I can’t believe it!
I’m actually writing this on the eve of leaving for
LITU’s annual Spring Outing. Where did the time
go? Heck, where did the Spring go?
Anyway, it is THAT time of year again. The time to
be in the great outdoors, enjoying the sights and
sounds of our environment, while hopefully catching
a few fish along the way. With many ups and downs
in my life this past year, I can’t say how much I am
looking forward to this particular trip. I’m sure it
will be the best yet.
In this last edition of Paumonok for the season,
(although I will try to get one out over the summer),
I would like to take the opportunity to thank Pete
Harris and the current Board of Directors for their
fine leadership over the last three years. Although
there have been some disagreements, discussions,
and debates, there have been MANY positive steps
forward over the last few years. Everyone involved
has done the best they can with the good of the
chapter first and foremost. Just look how viable and
active the Chapter is today!
Pete has continuously put the Chapter at the
forefront of his thoughts. I know from experience
how many meetings you need to go to, how many
letters need to be written and all the other
responsibilities that go with the job and territory.
Pete has done all this, and more, in exemplary
fashion. So, thank you Pete for all your hard work
and dedication.
With Pete stepping down, that means it is also time
to welcome in a new President and Vice President.
Please come down and cast your vote on June 17 to
help elect the new leaders for YOUR chapter (please
see the full slate on page 13). If you want to get
involved, this is a great way to start.
In closing, I hope everyone has a great summer. And
remember ; Conserve, Protect, Restore, and Educate!
Jay Mooney
Editor –In-Chief
LITU Editor @ AOL.com

Future Guest Speakers and Happenings
June 6 - 8 - Annual June Chapter Outing
June 17 - General meeting
Chris Visco—Salmon Without Rivers
Chapter Elections (See page 13)

For all of the anglers and gear heads always looking
for new shops and new gear, there’s a brand new fly
shop in town!
The name of the shop is River Bay Outfitters. They
are located at 445 Merrick Road in the town of
Oceanside. Just minutes from the Meadowbrook
Parkway and other easy access points.
River Bay is a shop that specializes in the sport of fly
fishing and everything that goes along with it. From
rods and reels to just about everything fly tying under
the sun, it will all be available.
As well as all the new gear, information and
education for anglers of all levels will be available as
well.
The proud owner and one of our own, Paul McCain,
has been active in fly fishing for over 30 years. Paul
welcomes you to stop in to learn how to tie a new fly,
get details on local waters, and learn some tips and
techniques.
More than just a fly shop, River Bay Outfitters will
be a place to talk about fresh and salt water fishing.
For store hours, please call (516) 415-7748.
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Email the editor to be included in future
listings at:
LITU Editor@aol.com
FOR SALE:
Simms L2 wading boots size 5. Felt Bottoms. Brand
new, never used. Paid $130.00. Asking $75.00.
Simms L2 wading boots. Size 6. Felt Bottoms. Used
once. As new condition. Paid $130.00 Asking $75.00.
Simms Gore Tex Youth Waders. Size Medium. Used
gently once for 2 hours. As new condition.
Paid $200.00. Asking $140.00.
Leonard Bamboo Fly Rod. Model 48. 7’, 3 piece with
2 tips. Excellent to pristine original condition.
Original bag and tube. For the collector or discerning
angler.
$2200.00.
Northwoods Bamboo Fly Rod. Brand new. 7’ 2 piece
with 2 tips. Bag and tube. Great first time bamboo.
$575.00
If interested contact Jay Mooney at
AdirondackJ@aol.com .
FOR SALE: Fly Rod - Echo “Shadow” PE
10’, 3 WT Czech Nymphing Model
Asking $135.00
If interested contact John Fischer at 516-425-4198.
FOR SALE: CND Atlantis 11ft Surf Tamer Two
Handed Fly Rod Model 1111. Never used with
custom Case ($37.00 value). Original owner.
Purchased new w/o case for $475.00
$225.00 including case.

C S I C AG A I N C H A RT E R S
LIGHT TACK LE AND FLY FISHING O N THE NORTH SHO RE , MONTAUK AND O RIENT

Custom Scout 235
Huntington, CSH and Northport
Full day Half Day or 2 hour ‘quickies’
Montauk and Orient Full Day

Phone: (516)383-0508
E-mail: Csicagain@hotmail.com

Captain Robin Calitri
LongIslandFlyFishing.com

Striped Bass, Bluefish, Bonito, False Albacore and Bluefin Tuna
d

Equipment , instruction, drinks, snacks and fun include

LONG ISLAND’S FLYFISHING SHOP
SALT & FRESHWATER
All Major Brands
Able Reels - Bauer - Scott Flyrods
Tibor/Pate - G. Loomis - Sage
St. Croix - S. A. Mastery - Lamson - Rio
Simms - Airflo—Whiting

“We can outfit you for trips from Montauk to
Mongolia.”

The Camp-Site Sports Shop
1877 New York Ave.
Huntington Station, NY 11746.
Tel 631-271-4969

St. Croix Legend Ultra 9 ft. 6” , 7wt, 4pc. with tube ,
Model U967.4 Original owner. Never used. Perfect
condition. Purchased new for $ 360.00
Selling price is $200.00 including case.
Winston Vapor 9 ft. , 6wt., 4pc. with tube. Model No.
690.Original owner. Never used. Perfect condition.
Purchased new for $295.00
Selling price is $200.00 including case.

Contact Bill O’Brien.631-261-3021

www.LongIslandTU.org
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Running Silver
By John Waldman
After reading this new and informative book by the
veteran author, I came away with a myriad of opinions
and a wealth of new facts that were previously
unknown to me.
John uses his own personal observations ala Henry
David Thoreau, as well as his over thirty year career as
a scientist and college professor, to bring you the story
of what did happen, what is happening now, and what
could happen in the future to our Atlantic fisheries. He
uses historical records and accounts, interviews, along
with personal opinions and anecdotes in the sharing of
this important story.
Mr. Waldman combines a personal narrative, a
professional “report”, and over 400-years of history
into one cohesive book, which, when your done
reading, you realize how much you have just learned.
The overall theme of this well put together book is the
loss of certain aquatic life along the Atlantic seaboard
and just how many we have already forgotten (if we
continue to forget they ever existed, it's hard to bring
them back).
It can be read like a reference book but it is also a very
enjoyable book too. Personally I enjoyed the many
different snippets and stories throughout. However,
you will most definitely reward yourself with repeat
visits to certain sections.
This book provides an excellent introduction to the
diadromous fishes of the east coast and what has and
is happening to them. Although it may look like it, you
do not need to be a “professional” to read this book. It
is easily readable by all and is an excellent reminder of
what has been lost, but still while also offering some
possible solutions.
If I had to criticize the book, I would have to say that
there could have been a few more maps. I found
myself returning back to the first map quite often to
both orient myself and offer some visualization.
Overall, I think this book is well worth the read,
particularly on a very important topic to us on the
Eastern Seaboard.

The Long Island Fly Rodders
meet the first Tuesday of each month at
Levittown VFW Hall at 8:00 PM.
55 Hickory Lane
Levittown, NY
www.liflyrodders.org
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Fish Out Casts, Especially Bad Ones - Some anglers will
pick up their line for another cast immediately after
floating over a rise. Others will make an inaccurate cast
and quickly rip the line off the water to cast again. Both of
these actions should be avoided, whether fishing surface or
subsurface flies. Ideally, a cast should fall upon the water
sufficiently upstream of a fish or holding lie so that the
fish is not alarmed. Then, the line should be allowed to
drift to and beyond the fish, lying on the water long
enough so that the disturbance of the line pickup does not
spook the fish. Even with an inaccurate cast, it is usually
better to allow the line and fly to drift down to a point
where it can be quietly picked off the water and recast
Watch Rise Forms for Air Bubbles - When trying to
decide whether to fish a dry fly, emerger, or floating
nymph, examine the rise forms of the feeding fish. If a
bubble appears in the middle of the rise, it is an indication
that the fish is taking insects floating on the surface. The
absence of a bubble usually indicates the fish is taking
insects just below the surface. Choose your fly
accordingly.
Safer Handling of Fishing Rods - When getting prepared
for fishing or stowing gear at the end of the day, anglers
often lay their rods on or against a vehicle and then
proceed with other tasks. This invites a broken or
forgotten rod. To protect your rod from being knocked
down and stepped on or left on the roof of the car as you
drive away, make your rod the last item you remove from
the car as you prepare to fish, and the first item of
equipment you put away when you return to your car.
Never Forget Your Rod Again - Put your rod on the
windshield of your car, instead of on the roof or some
other unseen location, even if you've just stopped fishing
for lunch or a short break. You won't lose the rod when
you drive away because it will be right in front of you
when you get in the car.
Protecting Your Wallet - Put your wallet in a small zip
lock bag to protect your valuables from getting wet if you
fall in. Another suggestion is to wrap your wallet in "Saran
Wrap" (or other) plastic wrap. You may find the plastic
wrap is less bulky and more comfortable in your pocket.
Steve Doniger
A Magnet Comes in Handy - Carry a small magnet with
twine in your fly vest. It will aid in finding and picking up
a small fly (or other small gear made of iron/steel) should
you drop it on the ground or in the water. Jeff Kaminsky
Enjoy Your Summer – As They Say - Tight Lines
Send your tips to KensTUTips@verizon.net

DEC Offers Free Surfcasting Clinic in Smith
Point, Fire Island National Seashore
A free surfcasting clinic will be held on June 11 at Smith Point
Wilderness Center, Fire Island National Seashore from 6 - 8
p.m., New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (DEC) Regional Director Peter A. Scully
announced. DEC's I FISH NY program is offering the event in
cooperation with the US National Park Service.
"Long Island shores offer a wide variety of recreational
opportunities for the entire family," DEC Regional Director
Peter A. Scully said. "Surfcasting can be an enjoyable and
rewarding experience that can create lifelong memories. I
encourage everyone to take advantage of the fantastic natural
resources Long Island has to offer."
Free loaner fishing rods and tackle, supplied by I FISH NY,
will be available for use at the clinic. The event will begin
with basic fishing instruction. This event is geared toward
ages ten and up. No fishing license is needed for this event.
Space is limited; please call I FISH NY at (631) 444-0283 to
pre-register. For information about freshwater fishing on Long
Island, please call the Bureau of Fisheries at (631) 444-0280
or go to DEC's Learn to Fish page.
The NY Open for Fishing and Hunting Initiative is an effort to
improve recreational opportunities for sportsmen and women
and to boost tourism activities throughout the state. This
initiative includes streamlining fishing and hunting licenses,
reducing license fees, improving access for fishing and
increasing hunting opportunities in New York State.
In support of this initiative, this year's budget includes $6
million in NY Works funding to support creating 50 new land
and water access projects to connect hunters, anglers, bird
watchers and others who enjoy the outdoors to more than
380,000 acres of existing state and easement lands that have
not reached their full potential. These 50 new access projects
include building new boat launches, installing new hunting
blinds and building new trails and parking areas. In addition,
the 2014-15 budget includes $4 million to repair the state's
fish hatcheries; and renews and allows expanded use of
crossbows for hunting in New York State.
This year's budget also reduces short-term fishing licenses
fees; increases the number of authorized statewide free fishing
days to eight from two; authorizes DEC to offer 10 days of
promotional prices for hunting, fishing and trapping licenses;
and authorizes free Adventure Plates for new lifetime license
holders, discounted Adventure Plates for existing lifetime
license holders and regular fee Adventure Plates for annual
license holders.

www.LongIslandTU.org
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By Tom McCoy
Last year I went to the Little Juniata for the first time with my friend Jim Rennert who is a member of Art
Flick. He asked if I wanted to go again and I said I did but would like to fish some additional river while out
there. I do like new water. We didn’t know what to expect with the river raging at 900 cfs just a few days
earlier so we left our plans open as we headed for Alexandria PA. It is a 300 mile drive and with a few stops,
including one at the TCO fly shop in State College, took almost 8 hours.
We also stopped in at the Spruce Creek Fly Shop before getting on the river to pick up a few more essentials.
They don’t have much of a Hendrickson hatch here and their sulfurs come early, an orange colored version of
what we see in the Catskills in June. We stocked up on local flies and I asked what stream he would
recommend, other than the Little J. He told us about public water on Spruce Creek.
A short distance from the shop was a parking lot designated as a Penn State research area and named for a
fellow whose name I can’t recall but one which I would recognize if you told me. (George Harvey) Most of
the Creek is private with a few “fish for a fee” places that also drop in some big boys to keep the customers
happy. We had the public water to ourselves and Jim went downstream with his 10 foot Grey - 3 nymphs on
his leader. I went up and put on a caddis emerger in a size 16 or so – small. I immediately had hits and
follows with two fish released by the time I saw Jim again who also had a few. Many more came to the fly
and refused it. I changed a few times and the same thing occurred – one catch to every ten refusals. With 6 –
7 in the net in a few hours I wasn’t complaining but was curious about how to fix it. We finished up and
headed for dinner and early to bed after a long day that began before 4 AM.
On Thursday we thought about going back to Spruce Creek after breakfast in the 22 Diner which was very
good and reasonably priced. We stopped in the fly shop again and I asked about the refusals. He asked what
size tippet. I said 5x. He said go to 6. The fish are young and wild but often leader shy, especially on a small
fly.
We decided to check out the Quarry and fished the same
spot we had such good luck at last year. Nothing was
happening for us or the folks up and downstream of us.
We broke for lunch and Jim picked up the Spruce Creek
Tavern coffee mugs he has been waiting a year to get.
Great chili there by the way – and homemade pie not to
mention their famous French fries, but get the small
order. They come by the mountain!
Afterwards Jim wanted to show me a stretch I did not fish
before which is upstream of the Yellow House Pool. You
have to cross a small diversion stream which is muddy,
and yes, I slipped on the bank. The main river is beautiful,
split by an island with a long deep pool on the far side. We
set up with me upstream and watched for rises, determined
to fish dry. Jim was trying his new rod which he was very
happy with. There were a few, very few, rises so I added an emerger behind my dry (sulfur). Then I added a
nymph (GRHE) and then another (Beadhead Pheasant Tail) resulting in a four fly rig – something I have not
done before, as far as I can recall. It resulted in a fish on the bottom fly after working it for a good long while.
Then I went back to a single dry.
(Continued next page)
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(Continued from page 7)
I moved up by the island and had to do some parachute casting to get any reasonable drift in the eddy across
from the fast water. That is casting up in the air and letting the leader fall in a pile. I got him to chase the fly
once doing this and that was it. I moved down as Jim moved up and tried for a sporadic riser near the bank,
losing a few flies in the process. He looked once but was not fooled. I worked the middle of the pool to give
him a rest and unknowingly was skittering the dry back to me when a mouth emerged from the depths and
tried to gulp my fly as I pulled it out of his range. Damn. I recalled skittering caddis on the West Branch with
success and just never thought of doing it here. I gave it a try but the day was about over. We packed it in and
headed for dinner.
Friday – It was hard to select a place to fish with so much river and most of it available with the crowds less
than last year. We both wanted to give Spruce Creek another try. I rigged with 6x and a single unweighted
Pheasant Tail and met with immediate results. Again small, natural browns but lots of fun. They say you can
be surprised on this small water by a 5 pound trout suddenly appearing on a day when 6 – 8 inch fish are the
norm. I worked my way as high as I could go. There were a couple of guys above what I will call the railroad
tie pool, a long, curved, deep section with the namesake tie on the near bank. I had a few hits in there on my
nymph and then switched to dry. I had a few more on the way down but the action seemed to slow.
We decided to meet at 1:00 and moved to the Yellow House Pool. Last year I fished it from the other side. I
decided to not go across and settled in above the two large back eddies, watching the water for a while. I
dapped a sulfur emerger in the NY tie – that is more yellow than the orange of the local version. A nice 12
incher took it. I moved further down to cast in the swirling eddy of foam and mini whirlpools. The drop off is
quick so I was perched on the rock edge and cast carefully so as not to topple in. I switched to a sulfur parachute in a 14 and again a yellow body. Jim decided to switch from his 10 foot nymph rig to a dry fly rod and
went to the car.
As soon as he left a good 15 inch fish took my fly out of the bubbles. When he returned I gave him the
particulars – long leader (12 foot), 6x tippet, dead drift, no drag. Patience. Wait until it sinks and then wait
some more. Bam! It is not easy to see the fly among the foam and bubbles but after keying your eyes on them
for a few days it is amazing how you adjust and can see it even 50 feet away. I watched as it drifted back toward me in the reverse flow of the eddy, remembering to take in line without disturbing the fly so I’d be able
to strike when he bit – and he did. I had three more good ones on and then the thunder came. We packed it in.
We came a week or so later in 2013 and the winter was not as long; we also did not follow a 900 cfs flood
then, so fishing was a bit more productive. However I did get to fish some new water - Spruce Creek and its
natural browns were a delight. As for the Little Juniata - I am sure as I am writing this the sulfurs are popping
and the big boys are rising.

L.I.T.U. Monthly Meetings
Held On the 3rd
Tuesday of every month
At 7:30 PM
Hicksville VFW Hall
320 So. Broadway, Hicksville, NY
www.LongIslandTU.org
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TU Welcomes Clean Air Rules that will Protect
Trout and Salmon
CLEAN AIR ACT PROPOSAL WILL REDUCE CARBON POLLUTION THAT IS
ALREADY IMPACTING TROUT AND SALMON HABITAT.
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Trout Unlimited today thanked the Environmental Protection Agency for its strong
proposal to reduce the carbon pollution that causes climate change. Trout Unlimited’s scientists and their
partners have already begun to document the impacts from climate change on trout and salmon across the
country
“Trout and salmon are already being threatened by a changing climate,” said Jack Williams, senior scientist
for Trout Unlimited. “Many scientific assessments, including TU’s own research, show that more frequent
and intense floods and droughts, warming water temperatures, wildfires, and other landscape changes have
and will continue to impact some of our most loved trout and salmon streams.”
A recently published study showed that native cutthroat trout in the Flathead River in Montana have
increasingly been hybridizing with introduced rainbow trout as streams have warmed and water flows
decreased, conditions better suited for non-native fish. A study conducted by TU in 2011 predicted that across
the West, suitable habitat for these cutthroat trout could decrease by 50 percent by 2080.
“By removing barriers to fish passage that also increase flood risk, improving irrigation efficiency, and
making degraded streams more resilient, we will continue to do work we’ve always done that is beneficial to
fish and human communities regardless of what happening to the climate”, said Chris Wood, CEO and
President of Trout Unlimited. “However, at the end of the day, if carbon pollution continues unabated, we
stand to lose much of the progress we’ve made for trout and salmon, leaving behind fewer fishing
opportunities for future generations.”
TU has a history of supporting the Clean Air Act as a tool to protect trout when sound science dictates action
is necessary. In 1990, strongly bi-partisan amendments were made to the Clean Air Act to reduce the acid rain
causing pollution which had been significantly damaging brook trout habitat across the Appalachians. In the
more than 20 years since the program was implemented, acid rain deposition has decreased by 59 percent at
less than a quarter of the predicted cost of the program, allowing many trout streams in the East to recover.
TU believes a well-crafted carbon pollution program can achieve similar benefits for trout and salmon. TU
scientists and policy experts will review carefully the EPA proposal and will provide comments to the agency
in the coming months.
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By Peter Dubno and Jeff Plackis
On Sunday May 4th, some new words were added to the vocabulary of several members of the chapter as
they participated in a Stream Visual Assessment Protocol (SVAP) on Oyster Bay’s Beaver Brook. Strange
terms such as thalweg, leaf mat, flood plain, reach, embeddedness, bank full, large woody debris (LWD),
low gradient, cobble, canopy, macrophytes and many others were heard, discussed and debated, over and
over as each team assessed, described, and recorded the habitat in their assigned “reaches” (sections of the
brook).
Under the direction of Dr. Peter Daniel of Hofstra University, TUers John Fischer, Jeff Plackis Peter
Dubno, each lead one of three teams up the very fragile and diminutive Beaver Brook and two of its even
smaller branches to fulfill LITU’s obligation to a grant to put scientific numbers using the Rosgen
Classifications (widely accepted as the standard) on a local stream. We saw small brook trout and other
aquatic & riparian life along the way. Brook trout are the proverbial “canary in the coal mine” - their
presence within a coldwater ecosystem is an indicator of that stream’s health. Some of the deepest pools
were only 18 inches – an example of just how sensitive this ecosystem really is. No fishing here, please!
In total, 10 individual stream reaches were assessed. The information collected will be used as an inventory
and detailed characterization of the ecological characteristics within the Beaver Brook watershed to
prioritize future habitat protection and restoration projects.. The SVAP data , along with other data
collected by Dr. Peter Daniels and his team from Hofstra University, will eventually be published and made
available to NYSDEC, Nassau County, Town of Oyster Bay, TU, local residents, and other stakeholders.
The chapter is especially proud of the following participants, Steve Gill, Mike Parody, Joe Pepe, Mike
Russell, Stephan Lee, Jeff Plackis, Brandon Millerick, Peter Dubno, Peter Stoehr, Marc Gilman, Ron
Krisch, John Fischer, Brian Barlett, and Marriane Grey. Please forgive me if I left anyone out.
We had a great turnout and a great conservation day on a beautiful Sunday morning. Please join us on our
next conservation outing.
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Five new members of Long Island Trout Unlimited came to our annual open house meeting in April.
All new members attending were recruited and signed up at one of our Fly Fishing Clinics held at either
Caleb Smith State Park, or Connetquot State Park.
The New Member Raffle winner was Steve Gill. Steve won a brand new Orvis Encounter Fly Reel
courtesy of L.I.T.U.!
Steve said he intends to get more involved with the chapter and help out where he can. Steve has
already helped out at our SVAP outing on beaver Brook in Oyster Bay.
Welcome aboard and congratulations Steve!
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Trout Season is coming and this is all you need to get started
Our very own Tom McCoy of LITU has announced the publication of his new book, How To Fly Fish For
Trout, for those interested in trying the sport. “Many of the existing books for beginners offer too much
information.” said Tom “This is all you need to get started.” It is written as a neighbor trying to help a friend to
get started in a few short lessons while entertaining the reader with perspective and philosophy. There are 8 short
stories that bring to life his experiences and methods. The book is 158 pages (8.5x11) and includes photos that
will make you want to get on a stream as soon as possible. It also has a buyer’s guide for the beginner with a
sample fly selection and equipment list – everything you need to get going.
“I wrote the book to help the new guy and gal, but also as a hopefully enjoyable read for anyone interested in
fishing, the outdoors and conservation. It is presented in a peer to peer format and hopes to entertain as well as
coach.” said Tom

Women fish too.
For years Tom donated copies of the early version of the book to new TU members as well as women recovering
from breast cancer who participated in Casting For Recovery workshops. “Women are the fastest growing segment of new fisherpersons” said Tom “and the sport is a natural for them.”
The book is available at River-Bay Outfitters in Oceanside, Campsite in Huntington, Cow Harbor B&T in
Northport and Terminal Tackle in Kings Park as well as on both Amazon.com and Kindle.com. Pick up a copy
and Tom will be glad to sign it for you at the February Meeting.
A direct link to the listing is: http://www.amazon.com/dp/1494404230
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Long Island Chapter Trout Unlimited
Election Ballot
June 17, 2014
President
Peter Dubno
Vice President
John Fischer

Treasurer
Tom LoProto

Secretary
Mike Russell

Director ’14 - ’17
Vote for two (2)
Luke Baranov
Boyd Shockley
Rick Lewis

*** Nominations for any position CAN be taken off the floor***
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This page provides information on sporting license changes taking effect on February 1, 2014. Changes
include reduced fees, reduced number of licenses, changes to valid license dates and more. If you have
questions, please contact New York State D.E.C at fwinfo@gw.dec.state.ny.us

Fishing License
Comparison of Current Fishing License Information and Changes Starting February 1

Annual License
Current
Purchases Through January 31
Valid October 1 – September 30
$29.00 (Resident)

Change
Purchases Beginning February 1
Valid one full year (365 days) from
date of purchase
$25 (resident, ages 16-69*)

$70.00 (Non-resident)

$50 (nonresident)

7 Day License
Current
Purchases Through January 31
$15.00 (Resident)

Change
Purchases Beginning February 1
$13 (resident, ages 16-69*)

$35.00 (Non-resident)

$31 (nonresident)

Marine Registry
Current
Purchases Through January 31
Valid January 1 - December 31
No Fee (resident and Non-resident)

Change
Purchases Beginning February 1
Valid one full year (365 days) from
date of registration
Remains as no fee
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Make Yours a NYS Adventure License
The Department of Motor Vehicles has teamed with DEC and NYS Parks to offer a new, convenient service for
purchasers of DEC-issued Lifetime Sporting Licenses and Parks-issued Lifetime Empire Passport and Boater Safety
Certificates. Your NYS DMV-issued photo document can now show evidence that you possess a new NYS
Adventure License.

How do I take advantage of this easy new service?
New lifetime sporting license purchasers can opt to have icons added to their NYS Driver license when you purchase
your lifetime sporting license. You may choose to get your new DMV ID immediately, for a fee of $12.50, or wait for
your next license renewal at no charge
If you already have a lifetime sporting license, you may login into the Online Sporting License Sales System, as of
Feb 1, and request a new driver license or non-driver ID with your lifetime sporting credentials.
Why not extend your NYS Adventure.- consider buying a Lifetime Empire State Passport that lets you visit more than
170 beautiful NYS parks for the rest of your life. See the NYS Parks website for more details about this and boating
safety certificates

Available Lifetime Sporting Licenses
The following licenses are available to New York State residents only.

License Name

Resident Fee

Privileges

Sportsman

(Age 12-69) $765

Small and Big Game

(All ages) $535

Bow hunting

(All ages) $235

Combined privileges of small game,
big game, and fishing (freshwater)
licenses and a turkey permit. This
DOES NOT include hunting big game
(i.e., deer or bear) with a bow or muzzleloader during the bow or
muzzle loading seasons
Hunt smal game species with gun or
bow during appropriate seasons;
Hunt big game (deer and bear) with a
firearm (gun or muzzleloader) or bow
during the regular firearms season
or hunt with shotgun or muzzleloader
during special January deer season on
Long Island
Hunt deer and bear with bow only
during bow hunting season

Trapping

(All ages) $395

Set traps for species during their appropriate season

Muzzle loading

(All ages) $235

Fishing (Freshwater)

(Age 0-69) $460

Hunt deer and bear with a muzzle
loading firearm during muzzle loading
season
Catch freshwater fish species during
appropriate seasons
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